Location

Off CAMPUS
Rue de Bourgogne, 48 à 1190 Bruxelles

Contact
Tél : 00 32 2 349 62 80
www.mde-forest.be
Madame Herrezeel Martine
E-mail : direction@mde-forest.be

Pictures

Description
- Mixed boarding school.
- 70 single rooms
- Furnished: bed, wardrobe, desk, chair.
- Washbasin in each room.
- Common showers and toilets on each floor.

Prices
- Pension : 260€.
- Charges : includes.
- Caution for the keys : 50 Euros.

Services
- Internet access.
- Meals included (breakfast, dinner, possibility of making a sandwich for lunch).
- Many shops nearby: supermarket, laundry room, pharmacy.

Access
- BRUSSELS NAT AIRPORT, take the train 3531 Direction GAND SAINT PIERRE [B]. Get off at the BRUXELLES MIDI [B] stop (21 min.)
- From the BRUXELLES MIDI station: take the tram number 82 Direction DROGENBOS CHÂTEAU. Get off at ZAMAN - FOREST NATIONAL (12 min.)

Warning!
- Boarding closed on weekends!